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Table 1.  BioScope™ Software Composition

BioScope™ software consists of framework, which will be available via SDK, common plug- 
ins, application specific plug-ins, applications which consist of multiple plug-ins and user 
interface. Released SDK allows easy development of plug-ins running inside BioScope™ 
software.

Figure 1.  BioScope™ Software Execution Architecture

BioScope™ software hosts a Java based execution framework. The execution framework executes 
analysis plugins specified in ini file or plan file. An ini file is a text file containing all key value pair 
parameters for executing analysis plugins. A plan file provides capabilities to sequential and 
parallel executions of analysis plugins. Within an ini file, multiple analysis plugins can be specified 
to be executed. The execution order in such case is handled by the framework automatically based 
on analysis plugins’ input and output parameters specified in plugins’ definition files.  

Figure 2. Three ways to get BioScope™ v1.2

Table 2.  Mapping Performance

The Mapping plugin in BioScope™ software is a hash based mapping algorithm. It contains three steps (hash, gather and 
extension) to do the mapping reads to reference. With BioScope™ v1.2 release, the plugin has been optimized to take advantage of 
large memory if present. As shown in table, for 1 billion reads, with the same 4 node cluster, 8 core per node, mapping on 48GB 
memory node is about 22% faster than on 24GB memory node. The Mapping plugin produces ma file. The ma files can be fed into 
Pairing plugin to do pairing to generate BAM file for LMP runs and Paired End runs or through MaToBAM plugin to generate BAM 
file for Fragment runs. Similar performance has been observed for BioScope™ software deployed on cloud (SOLiDBioScope.com).

The resequencing analysis goes through mapping for F3 (for Fragment runs), F3 and R3 (for LMP runs), or F3 and 
F5-P2 (for Paired End runs), goes through pairing if needed and generate BAM file. The BAM file feeds into tertiary 
tools as inputs to get SNPs, CNV, Indels and inversions.

Figure 3. The resequencing workflow

ABSTRACT
The ever increasing rate of next generation sequence data generation has exposed the limits of traditional 
data analysis methods and infrastructure. Increasingly the user community is demanding both simple, 
flexible and configurable data analysis solutions to simplify and accelerate data analysis. To address 
these demands, we have developed and released BioScope™ software, a SOLiD™ system sequence 
data analysis framework that allows users to launch mapping and subsequent analysis modules with a 
single command. Currently the framework supports both resequencing and whole transcriptome data 
analysis pipelines. The overall framework architecture allows the integration of alternative data analysis 
modules and will be the basis for future SOLiD™ data analysis tools releases. Furthermore, published 
APIs allow users and developers to substitute their own data analysis modules or third party tools. The 
framework can be run on a variety of Linux system architectures, operating systems and job schedulers 
and has been successfully deployed as Analysis as Service. By adopting BAM as a data standard we 
have enabled simple integration with publicly available visualization and experimental analysis tools. The 
performance of the BioScope™ software framework on both human resequencing and whole 
transcriptome data sets will be illustrated.

INTRODUCTION
BioScope™ software, a Java based applications framework, performs off-instrument secondary and 
tertiary analysese for sequence data generated by SOLiD™ instruments. It contains a collection of 
bioinformatics tools that are integrated into a single command line shell. In addition, BioScope™ software 
provides a simple Web interface to help build instructions to run these tools. BioScope™ v1.2 ships with 
plugins for resequencing and whole transcriptome applications. For resequencing application, the plugins 
Mapping/Pairing maps reads to reference and generates BAM files. The SNP Finder, CNV Finder and 
structural variation plugins (Large INDEL Finder, Small INDEL Finder, and Inversion Finder) all take BAM 
files as inputs. The whole transcriptome application offers counting, visualization (Wig files for UCSC) and 
fusion/alternative splicing detection for single end and paired end reads.

BioScope™ software’s execution architecture is shown in Figure 1. It allows api compliant analysis 
plugins running inside the framework. The framework hosts the capability of split/gather mechanism to 
support parallelization in Linux clusters. The BioScope™ software composition is listed in Table 1.

BioScope™ software has been extensively tested on Linux clusters with job schedulers PBS and SGE. 
The framework can also be deployed on Linux SMP machines and cloud (SOLiDBioScope.com)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
BioScope™ v1.2 offers two analysis pipelines, Resequencing Pipeline and Whole Transcriptome Pipeline.

Resequencing Pipeline –

• Mapping/Pairing – BioScope™ v1.2 comes with the performance optimized mapping algorithm 
MaxMapper, a multi threaded anchor and extension hash based design. It provides up to 30% 
performance improvements when mapping with 48GB memory compared with 24GB memory. It produces 
mapped data that gives excellent sensitivity and specificity in SNP finding using SNP Finder algorithm, a 
component in BioScope™ v1.2. The updated pairing algorithm handles mapped data from MaxMapper 
and produces BAM file directly, thus greatly streamlining the data flow.

• SNP Finder – The algorithm allows sensitive and specific SNP detection even at moderate to low 
coverage. It allows varying levels of stringency and provides full control over many filters for 
customization to fit particular experimental designs.

• CNV (Human) – The latest progress on human CNV detection technology allows detecting variations as 
small as 5KB and as large as the whole chromosome in humans from single sample sequences. It can 
detect such variations at very low coverage, even at 1x.

• Indel Finding (Small and Large) – The small indel algorithm uses a novel split read technique 
alongside a powerful indel caller on pileups. It is able to detect deletion up to 500bp and insertions up to 
20bp. The large indel algorithm indentifies large insertions and deletions compared to a reference genome 
using SOLiD™ mate pair libraries. It is able to identify large indels les than 100bp with great confidence. It 
is able to accept multiple mate pair libraries to increase coverage.

• Inversion – The algorithm detects genomic regions that are inverted with respect to reference. Taking 
advantage of longer insert size and lower inverted dimmer noise of SOLiD™ mate pair technology, it 
produces a confident list of inversions.

Whole Transcriptome Pipeline –
The transcriptome analysis maps transcriptome reads to a reference genome. With mapping results, it 
counts the number of tags aligned with exons, and can convert the BAM to Wig for display of coverage on 
UCSC genome browser. It also detects fusion transcripts.

• Counting/Sam2Wig – Tag counting and generate Wig files for UCSC visualization

• Fusion Detection - Fusion/Alternative splicing detection for single end and paired end reads

CONCLUSIONS
BioScope™ software provides a simple and flexible data analysis solution for SOLiD™ platform. It runs on 
clusters, Linux servers, and can be offered as analysis as service. If offers competitive performance 
characteristics.
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To illustrate the performance, one SOLiD™ LMP run was collected and analyzed through BioScope™ 
software on a 4 nodes cluster. Each cluster node has 8 cores and 24GB/48GB memory. The LMP run has 
2 x 514 million reads with read length of 50.The performance data is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 4. The whole transcriptome workflow for single reads

The workflow consists of three mapping processes: genome mapping, filter mapping and junction mapping. The junction 
mapping and filter mapping are optional. The mapping results are merged and converted to BAM.
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Figure 5. Life Technologies compute offering
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